Total Groups: 3

**Bloomington Today** – summary of each group’s three themes from the words shared by the group’s members that describe Bloomington TODAY:

- Arts and culture
- Social awareness
- Small town feel
- Anti-vehicle – don’t want speed bumps. Support business to support and employ residents
- Growing too fast and too much
- High hopes for creating a sustainable vibrant community
- Vibrant/diversity/arts
- Alternative transportation
- Community involvement

**Bloomington Tomorrow** – summary of each group’s three themes from the words shared by the group’s members that describe things to CHANGE Bloomington in the future:

- Alternative transportation infrastructure (walk/bike/bus)
- Better public safety/related to substance abuse
- Community center
- More sustainability incentives
- More traffic/parking friendly
- Actively follow the Redefining Prosperity Report
- Will Lake Monroe be able to supply water for how long?
- Environmental retrofit
- Increase alternative transportation network
- Better cooperation between City, County and IU